Lincoln's New Heavy-Duty
58000 Lube Accessory Kit
Simplifies Any Lubrication Job

Contains today's most popular lubrication tools, assembled in one convenient, cost-effective package.

In a fast-paced service shop or maintenance environment, time is money. You'll save both with the new 58000 Lube Accessory Kit from Lincoln.

The kit includes a complete selection of adapters and extensions that work with all standard grease guns and dispensing devices.

The Right Tool for the Right Job… Right Now!

- Reduces time spent searching for the correct adapter, straining to reach an inaccessible fitting; or struggling to change-out threaded adapters
- Performs almost any lubrication job imaginable, on any type of machine, with almost any type of lube fitting in almost any location
- Manufactured to Lincoln's exacting standards
- Designed for garages, maintenance shops, field service and industrial environments
- Saves time and money

Benefits

- Quick-connect couplings make changing adapters fast and easy
- Always have the right tool at hand
- Use with all standard grease guns and dispensing devices
- Work faster, finish sooner, reduce costs

Need to change adapters to service different types of lubrication fittings, or to get at hard-to-reach locations?

The special quick-connect couplings make it easy to attach and detach an adapter in just seconds.
Lincoln Model 58000 Lube Accessory Kit Includes:

1. **Press-on 90 Degree**
   (5859) 90° angle solves problem of contacting “inaccessible” grease fittings.

2. **Straight Extension**
   (5855) Use to lubricate recessed fittings where obstructions will not permit use of hydraulic coupler. Excellent for U-joints.

3. **12” Hose Extension**
   (81795) Provides flexibility to tools with rigid extensions. Provides additional reach where needed.

4. **Slide-on 90 Degree Coupler**
   (5884) Convenient slide-on coupler design locks onto fittings that traditional couplers can’t access.

5. **Rubber Tipped Nozzle**
   (83278) Used to lubricate machinery utilizing grease plugs. Lubricates spindles and capped lube ports.

6. **Needle Nozzle**
   (82784) Allows operator to contact flush-type or hard-to-reach hydraulic-type fittings.

7. **360 Degree Coupler**
   (5849) 360° coupler for full swivel, 2” steel extension tube and locking sleeve.

*All components come packed in a rugged, re-closeable case.*

When you purchase the 58000 Lube Accessory Kit, you’ll get all the adapters and extensions you need to complete virtually any lubrication job. Each component is manufactured to Lincoln's famous standards of quality, known to technicians and service professionals around the world.

**To find out more, or to order your very own 58000 Lube Accessory Kit, contact your Lincoln dealer or distributor today.**